Introduction

Oral health is not only intricately related to general health, but also dental caries and gingival diseases may be lead to serious infections and countless grave disorders, for instance diabetes and respiratory diseases. The worldwide prevalence of untreated caries was the highest, with no decreasing trends and very high ranking in global burden [1]. Poor oral health can affect chewing ability, digestion, nutrition, look, confidence and sleeping disorders, in addition to behavioral and developmental problems in children.

Globally, smoking is the foremost reason of preventable fatality. With this progressive manner, smoking will kill millions worldwide and affect billions by direct or indirect way towards end of this century. Smoking affects almost all body systems, leading to many diseases and ill health of smokers and non-smokers through secondhand smoke (SHS) [2]. Passive smoking is recognized as involuntary smoking, second hand smoking, exposure to environmental tobacco smoke (ETS), is defined as inhalation of the cigarette smoke of another individual or the exhale of a smoker [3]. Secondhand smoke is mixture of smoke from cigarette’s burning end and exhaled smoke. Secondhand smoke has more than 7,000 chemicals out of which hundreds are toxic and may produce cancer [4]. But by so far, an underlying association between SHS and oral health of children has not been completely assessed. Hence, this review will emphasize susceptibility of children to SHS effects, mechanism of action of SHS on oral health, effect of SHS on oral health, and prevention of SHS exposure to children.

Susceptibility of Children to SHS Effects

There is no harmless level of secondhand smoke exposure. Children are comparatively more vulnerable to secondhand smoke effects because of higher breathing rates per body weight, immature lungs and more lung surface area compared with adults [5]. Furthermore, infants and children are generally not capable to manage their environment, consequently unable to perform action to escape from SHS exposure [5]. Children are most probably exposed to SHS at home, since exposure may be so extensive, yet moderately small increase in disease risk might cause a significant disease burden in infancy and childhood [6].

Infant health may be affected by various means of tobacco smoke exposure such as active maternal smoking or maternal exposure to SHS during pregnancy [5,7]; infants exposure to parental SHS at home, third-hand smoke exposure in household dust and interior surfaces, and increased bacterial load exposure of a smoking parent or caretaker [7-11]. Few studies proposed an association between SHS exposure and dental caries and poorer gingival attachment of teeth and supporting structures in children [5,12,13].

Mechanism of Action and Effects of SHS on Oral Health

ETS comprises of more than 4000 chemical agents unfavorably disturbing the oral health [12]. Cotinine (a nicotine biomarker) level measurement is a suitable, reliable objective and quantitative screening tool for ETS exposure determination [12,14]. Passive smoking
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Cigarette smoke alters the normal oral and nasopharyngeal flora leading to upper airway infection [15]. The cigarette smoke products produce edema and inflammation by activity of pro-inflammatory agents and local vasoconstriction. Systemically, these products reduce saliva IgA, serum IgG levels and suppress T helper cells activity in host immunity responses [14]. These mechanisms and oxidative stress may lead to periodontal diseases, alveolar bone density reduction and ultimately tooth loss. Besides, cigarette smoke produces carbon monoxide and cyanides which delays wound healing moreover nicotine content restrain cell proliferation, osteoblastic activity and stimulate alkaline phosphatase activity. It unfavorably affects fibroblast activity and reduces their fibronectin and collagen production [3]. Passive smoking produces vascular destruction, endothelial inflammation, atherosclerosis, pH shift and cytokines production which eventually bring about implant failure [16].

Gingival pigmentation is increased by indirect stimulation of melanocytes by activity of polycyclic amines like nicotine and benzoperylene in cigarette smoke which go inside the blood circulation following inhalation [17]. Nicotine furthermore boosts proliferation of cariogenic bacteria like mutans streptococci in smoking mother’s oral cavity of which gets transferred to their infants. Additionally, nicotine reduces vitamin C level, which is linked with the streptococcus mutans proliferation causing amplified caries risk. SHS exposure could predispose children to infections through immune system suppression or modulation such as lower salivary IgA levels and higher salivary acid levels with higher activity [18,19]. Sialic acid promotes streptococcus mutans agglutination, leading to dental plaque formation and caries [20]. Cariogenic bacterial colonization on rough tooth surfaces might be improved by SHS. Nicotine also reduces pH, flow and the buffering capacity of saliva whereas increase in lactobacilli count [21,22]. Passive smoking also impedes dental development through numerous mechanisms for instance interference with reciprocal induction of oral ectomesenchymal tissues, interference with tooth mineralization owing to oxidative stress and nutritional deficiency caused by unfavorable effect of SHS on appetite [19]. Enamel hypoplasia in primary and permanent dentition and caries in the primary dentition is linked to SHS exposure in children [23-28].

Children may inhale SHS through the oral cavity owing to nasal congestion, and breastfeeding from a smoker mother may cause toxic substances being transported directly to child’s mouth [29,30]. Tobacco smoking was linked with increased levels of S. mutans and lactobacilli in saliva [31]. This may predispose to dental caries in children who live with smoking parents because of the early colonization of streptococcus mutans [32]. SHS exposed infants at 4 months old appear more probable to develop caries by 3 years of age [14,33]. SHS may cause unhealthy food choices, oral hygiene care and lifestyle leading to modulation of existing etiology of dental caries [34,35]. Cross sectional studies have proposed association of secondhand smoke with caries in deciduous and permanent teeth SHS is a risk factor for oro-facial clefts too [33,36-39].

An association between SHS exposure and an impact on cognition and behavior, higher likelihood of childhood conduct problems and learning difficulties is hypothesized by few studies [40]. A strong link has been seen between the incidence of respiratory complications in children undergoing general anesthesia and a history of SHS exposure [41-43]. Furthermore, children exposed to SHS have an unusual metabolic response to drugs administered for surgery [44].

Prevention of SHS Exposure to Children

The worldwide prevalence of SHS exposed individuals is projected to be 40% children and more than 30% non-smokers [45]. The monetary costs of smoking addiction and resultant morbidity and mortality are staggering. Increasing the knowledge of smokers about the oral and dental effects attributable to direct or indirect exposure to cigarette smoke can considerably persuade them to quit smoking [15].

Dentistry is transforming from caries management to caries prevention. Hence, most likely etiological risk factors or behaviors related with caries development and progression needs to be considered. Dental health professionals can promote tobacco cessation by counseling patients during the oral examination part of dental visits [14,46]. The American academy of pediatric dentistry advocates screening for tobacco use, tobacco dependence treatment, tobacco use prevention in children and adolescents and educating the public on mammoth health and societal costs of tobacco [47]. Global health organizations should focus on smoking issue to resolve the public health dilemma [3].

Smoking in home, closed public spaces or cars should not be allowed because smoke concentration increases and it will be considered as a normal behavior by child. Parents can assist to guard their children from SHS by implementing following measures [48]:

- Do not permit anybody to smoke in or near your home.
- Do not permit anyone to smoke in your car, even with the window open.
- Verify about children’s day care centers and schools are tobacco-free.
- If regulation allows smoking in public areas, seek restaurants and other places that do not permit smoking.

Conclusion

Till now most of the studies on the association of SHS with early childhood caries demonstrated possible etiological alliance. This paper is lacking a critical review of the literature using a robust systematic or Cochrane review process which is the main weakness of article. Consequently, additional research must be accomplished.
to SHS’s realistic threat to oral health using a cohort design. Worldwide public oral and general health organizations should focus on providing SHS free environment for the infants and children.
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